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Rasmus typeface was created 2014 after the first typeface 
»Tilde«. Rasmus exists as a Regular / Bold and a Italic / Bold 
Italic version and comes in these two packages. The type-
face bases on classic serifs like »Times« or »Sabon« paired 
with contemporary details. One significant detail are the 
oblique serifs and / or edges. The bold version has a larger 
x-high. Therefore it becomes more equal. All styles works 
for small texts and headlines. The name »Rasmus« is the 
continuation and male counterpart of »Tilde«. It symbolize 
a strong but at the same time detailed aesthetic.

Designer: Markus John
Year: 2014

Styles: 4, Regular, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic

STYLES

Rasmus Regular
Rasmus Italic
Rasmus Bold

Rasmus Bold Italic
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RASMUS REGULAR CHARACTERSET

Lowercase

�aáăâäàāąåãæċćčçðďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñ
óôöòőōøõœþŕřŗșśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż

Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑ
ŊÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ

Numerals and Fractions

0123456789 ½¼¾⅛⅜⅝⅞ ¹²³ 

Ligatures

fiflfbffffifflfhfjfkftwww

Punctuations

—–¬«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦° ̂◊´ ˇ ˆ ¨ ˙ ` ˝†‡ ̊ ˜¯¸•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*

Symbols and more

¢$€£¥√¤ð¶§@®©™∞∫∂∏∑&ß?!¿#%‰  
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RASMUS REGULAR SAMPLES

10 PT
There is something cold, some beat before speaking, some unnecessary distance in these 
pictures, that admits, even insists, on their act of framing. My perfect body produces a 
frame, a remove. It’s as if she’s standing right beside me looking, while at the same time 
she’s still lying there on her universe of a bed, playing with identities, letting them enter
and exit her. Of course she is both photographer and subject. This double vision repro-
duces her body as the entire world, like in the photo which shows her masturbating while 
holding a national geographic Atlas. It’s as if she’s learning the maps of the world, that are 
also the maps of herself, and she’s the only one who can bring herself pleasure because 
it’s a closed circuit, it’s a world within a world.

18 PT

There is something cold, some beat before speak-
ing, some unnecessary distance in these pictures, 
that admits, even insists, on their act of framing. 
My perfect body produces a frame, a remove. It’s 
as if she’s standing right beside me looking, while 
at the same time she’s still lying there on her uni-
verse of a bed, playing with identities, letting

30 PT

There is something cold, 
some beat before speaking, 
some unnecessary distance in 
these pictures, that admits

BONJOUR 
Tristesse
Wie ein Pfeil ging 
er einfach durch 
DerTagohne 
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RASMUS ITALIC CHARACTERSET

Lowercase

aáăâäàāąåãæċćčçðďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñ
óôöòőōøõœþŕřŗșśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż

Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑ
ŊÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ

Numerals and Fractions

0123456789 ½¼¾⅛⅜⅝⅞ ¹²³ 

Ligatures

fiflfbffffifflfhfjfkftwww

Punctuations

—–¬«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦° ̂◊´ ˇ ˆ ¨ ˙ ` ˝†‡ ̊ ˜¯¸•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*

Symbols and more
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RASMUS ITALIC SAMPLES

10 PT
There is something cold, some beat before speaking, some unnecessary distance in these 
pictures, that admits, even insists, on their act of framing. My perfect body produces 
a frame, a remove. It’s as if she’s standing right beside me looking, while at the same 
time she’s still lying there on her universe of a bed, playing with identities, letting them 
enter and exit her. Of course she is both photographer and subject. This double vision 
reproduces her body as the entire world, like in the photo which shows her masturbat-
ing while holding a national geographic Atlas. It’s as if she’s learning the maps of the 
world, that are also the maps of herself, and she’s the only one who can bring herself 
pleasure because it’s a closed circuit, it’s a world within a world.

18 PT

There is something cold, some beat before 
speaking, some unnecessary distance in these 
pictures, that admits, even insists, on their act of 
framing. My perfect body produces a frame, a 
remove. It’s as if she’s standing right beside me 
looking, while at the same time she’s still lying 
there on her universe of a bed, playing with

30 PT

There is something cold, 
some beat before speaking, 
some unnecessary distance in 
these pictures, that admits

BONJOUR 
Tristesse
Wie ein Pfeil ging 
er einfach durch 
DerTagohne 
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RASMUS BOLD CHARACTERSET

Lowercase

�aáăâäàāąåãæċćčçðďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñ
óôöòőōøõœþŕřŗșśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż

Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅ
ÑŊÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ

Numerals and Fractions

0123456789 ½¼¾⅛⅜⅝⅞ ¹²³ 

Ligatures

fiflfbffffifflfhfjfkftwww

Punctuations

—–¬«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦° ̂◊´ ˇ ˆ ¨˙̋̀†‡ ̊ ˜¯ •̧;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*

Symbols and more

¢$€£¥√¤ð¶§@®©™∞∫∂∏∑&ß?!¿#%‰  
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RASMUS BOLD SAMPLES

10 PT
There is something cold, some beat before speaking, some unnecessary distance 
in these pictures, that admits, even insists, on their act of framing. My perfect 
body produces a frame, a remove. It’s as if she’s standing right beside me looking, 
while at the same time she’s still lying there on her universe of a bed, playing 
with identities, letting them enter and exit her. Of course she is both photogra-
pher and subject. This double vision reproduces her body as the entire world, like 
in the photo which shows her masturbating while holding a national geograph-
ic Atlas. It’s as if she’s learning the maps of the world, that are also the maps of 
herself, and she’s the only one who can bring herself pleasure because it’s a

18 PT

There is something cold, some beat be-
fore speaking, some unnecessary distance 
in these pictures, that admits, even insists, 
on their act of framing. My perfect body 
produces a frame, a remove. It’s as if she’s 
standing right beside me looking, while at 
the same time she’s still lying there on her

30 PT

There is something cold, 
some beat before speak-
ing, some unnecessary dis-
tance in these pictures

BONJOUR 
Tristesse
Wie ein Pfeil ging 
er einfach durch 
DerTagohne 
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RASMUS BOLD ITALIC CHARACTERSET

Lowercase

aáăâäàāąåãæċćčçðďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñ
óôöòőōøõœþŕřŗșśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż

Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅ
ÑŊÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ

Numerals and Fractions

0123456789 ½¼¾⅛⅜⅝⅞ ¹²³ 

Ligatures

fiflfbffffifflfhfjfkftwww

Punctuations

—–¬«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦° ̂◊´ ˇ ˆ ¨˙̋̀†‡ ̊ ˜¯ •̧;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*

Symbols and more

¢$€£¥√¤ð¶§@®©™∞∫∂∏∑&ß?!¿#%‰  
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RASMUS BOLD ITALIC SAMPLES

10 PT
There is something cold, some beat before speaking, some unnecessary dis-
tance in these pictures, that admits, even insists, on their act of framing. My 
perfect body produces a frame, a remove. It’s as if she’s standing right beside 
me looking, while at the same time she’s still lying there on her universe of a 
bed, playing with identities, letting them enter and exit her. Of course she is 
both photographer and subject. This double vision reproduces her body as the 
entire world, like in the photo which shows her masturbating while holding a 
national geographic Atlas. It’s as if she’s learning the maps of the world, that 
are also the maps of herself, and she’s the only one who can bring herself

18 PT

There is something cold, some beat be-
fore speaking, some unnecessary distance 
in these pictures, that admits, even insists, 
on their act of framing. My perfect body 
produces a frame, a remove. It’s as if she’s 
standing right beside me looking, while at 
the same time she’s still lying there on her

30 PT

There is something cold, 
some beat before speak-
ing, some unnecessary 
distance in these pictures

BONJOUR 
Tristesse
Wie ein Pfeil ging 
er einfach durch 
DerTagohne 
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File Format
Desktop, Web, App (on request)

Release
2019

About
New Letters is a German type foundry and design stu-
dio founded by Armin Brenner and Markus John in 
2015. We are focusing in 
typography and graphic design, all in the intersection 
of cultural and commercial projects. We engage in pro-
jects within the fields of culture, art and fashion. 

Commissioned Typefaces
We also offer individual typeface design and letter-
ing. This is the best way for a exclusive visual identity. 
Please contact us for more information. 

Workshops
Currently we are looking for the opportunity for small 
workshops and lectures. Please contact us for more in-
formation. 

Copyright
© NEW LETTERS – All rights reserved

Contact
info@new-letters.de
www.new-letters.de

Licensing
Our typefaces are licensed for a different number of 
users (desktop licence) or page views per month (web 
licence). The purchase of a font makes the buyer a 
licenced user of the font, not an owner.

Our desktop files come in the format otf (Open Type). 
They work both on Windows and MAC. Our web files 
come in the formats eot, woff, woff2, ttf and svg (and a 
stylesheet.css)

New Letters »Font Software« or documentation may not 
be sublicensed, sold, leased, rented, lent, or given away 
to another person or entity.

The »Font Software« must not be distributed, resold or 
sublicensed to a third party and you agree to take rea-
sonable care to avoid unauthorized distribution of the 
»Font Software«.

The license is non-exclusive and non-transferable. The 
rights to the designs themselves remain the property of 
New Letters. With buying our »Font Software« it is pro-
vided that you agree to the following. Please take note 
that you also agree to the corresponding New Letters 
end user license agreement by downloading and/or 
installing our typefaces.

Further licenses on request.

More information: 
www.new-letters.de/information
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